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IntyoduçtÍQn 

The purpose of this paper is not to sound another alarm about 
the perils brought on by recent explosions of nationalism, nor to 
predict the demise of the nation-state. Its purpose is to observe 
how the end of the bipolar confrontation is affecting nationalism 
in other parts of the world, particularly in Latin America and the 
Caribbean. 

First, a brief description will be offered of the origins of 
the "defensive nationalism" and of the search for a "third way," 
which prevailed in Latin America and the Caribbean during the years 
of the cold war. 

Second, an attempt will be made to show how the limits of 
defensive nationalism became manifest as a result of the depression 
of the 1980s, "the lost decade" for the development of Latin 
America and the Caribbean. This section will highlight how the 
slump of the '80s revealed some of the most striking social and 
economic shortcomings of defensive nationalism. It will also 
describe how the search for a "third way" unraveled. 

Third, the rise of a new nationalism in the Western Hemisphere 
will be analyzed by focusing on its positive manifestations, which 
are more congruent with present circumstances. Also, the primacy of 
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&eona&icSff which prevails í b inter-American relations i, will be 
described by focusing on th© displacement of security objectives 
from the top of the agenda o 

To concludeJ the external and internal factors that can 
support or contradict these trends reveal that the region is now at 
a decisive juncture which may lead to strengthening this new^ more 
positive, form of nationalism in a prosperous and democratic 
hemisphere or, alternatively, to the return of depression and 
dictatorshipc 

Tvp Faces of ^at^ona^jsm 

As a sequel to the end of the cold war, nationalism is again 
raising its ugly head in Europe o As Javier Pérez de Cuéllar said in 
his farewell address to the General Assembly of the United Nations, 
"for many years^ the cold war was a reality which concealed á host 
of other realities that are far more ingrained in the human 
condition» Now that these realities are visible^ we cannot pretend 
that wm did mot notic© the signe of them before^ nor can we defend 
ourselves witJi ® M prejudices and assumptions o 

. fSi®re is good reason t© âeâieat© attention t@ ©vents in 
lTar©p@o Thlm ©@ntnry ham been ©nm @f tfe® bloodiest in liistory 
besaus® @f natieml eonf lists in Europe o It is also there, where 
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tira present manifestations of outright racism and exacerbated 
nationalism still bring back ominous forebodings of the past 
conflicts. In Sir Isaiah Berlin's terms "in our modern age, 
nationalism is not res\irgent; it never died. Neither did racism. 
They are the most powerful movements in the world today, cutting 
across many social systems."^ 

This leads to another concern. There are those who believe 
that the universalization of capitalism will inaugurate a 
millennium of harmony. They should be reminded that the two major 
conflicts experienced by mankind in this century were basically the 
outcome of profound contradictions among capitalist powers. 

Nationalism has many faces, of which at least two have been 
identified by Isaiah Berlin. First, quoting Herder, the German poet 
and philosopher, Berlin identifies a "nonaggressive nationalism," 
based on the "need to belong to a group," as well as on "cultural 
self-determination," which denies "the superiority of one people 
over another." Nonetheless, a wounded aspiration for self-
determination may transform itself into nationalist aggression, in 
Berlinas brilliant metaphor, "like a bent twig, forced down so 
severely that when released, it lashes back with fury."^ 

These two faces of nationalism represent tw© related 
dimensions of the same phenomenon. This explains why, in today's 



European Coamunity (EC), which include some ©f the inventors of 

political tieSi, including a single currency and a frameworle for a 

although this is ®today concealed by the visible spread of ethnic 

''nations^ o 

The Roots of Defensive Nationalism 

that prevailed in Latin America and th® Caribbeanj, imtil the 
®f th® 1980®^ can b® found in the gear® left by th® Great 

Sh® abrupt plua®®ting @f th® price® @f primary products 
âll as th® breakdown of th® ffiultilat®ral trading syst®® 
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agreements, led Latin America in the '30s to the pursuit, of 

deliberate import substitution and protectionism.® 

These two features of development policy were the basic 
components of the main line of defense against a disappointing 
international economic system that failed. The old structure 
demonstrated that it could not be relied upon to sustain the 
aspirations to development and growing welfare that were becoming 
generalized throughout the world. Even the recovery stimulated by 
World War II did little to contradict Latin American and Caribbean 
fears, because the war led to price controls and efforts to secure 
strategic raw materials, which confirmed the protectionist 
tendency, which prevailed in developed countries. 

Additionally, the general acceptance of Keynesian economics 
consecrated full employment as the basic goal of economic policy, 
which in turn became one of the essential elements of the dominant 
paradigm of what later would be known as development economics. In 
Albert Hirschman's terms? "Development economics took advantage of 
the unprecedented discredit orthodox economics had fallen into as 
a result of the depression of the thirties and of the equally 

o o e 

«sAÂ â̂â beeam® the ^new economies' and almost a new 
orthodoxy in the forties and fifties."' 



Th© cenelusion ©f th® hostilities led to the attempt to create 
a TOivdsgal, multilateral trading systesi, based ©n th® most favored 
natioEi prineipl®,, institmtios^aliged in the General' Agreement ®n 
Tariffs and Trade ( G A T T ) = This also marked th® beginning of a 
divergence of perspectives betneen developed and developing 
countries and betneen capitalist and socialist economies^ which 
endured throughout the cold war» This divergence pitted what vas 
eharaeterized originally as «"the center against the periphery/" and 
what later became the ™Morth"°S©uth«° confrontation^ t© which Latin 

rican economic thought made a decisive contribution» 

himself supported some ""popular and populist heresies/® 
which contributed to this split» Among them, the ""horror of 
horrors,®" which holds that "the mercantilist imposition of import 
duties and export subsidies can improve the trade balance and 
domestic employment» 

Th® @3£perienc@ of Saúl Prebisch¡, a young Argentinean 
®c@n@mistj was a central banker and trade negotiator during the 
@r®iit D®pr@ssi@n, illustrates the impact these events had in th® 
@mtl@©I!g ©f Latia âaerican ecenomio dl©(gisi@n=-®ak®rs = ® After th® 
•mr, ®3g®cutiv® head ©f th® newly created United Mati©ns 
lc©n©®i<s CQ®fflis§i©n f©r Latin America (lOLAC) o Frebisch led the 
®ff@rt that g®n®rat®dl a body ©f ®c@n©mie thought adapted t© th® new 
p®st°mr íí'erld and t© th® peculiar circumstances ©f Latin America<> 
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With the intensification of the cold war, development planning 

and industrialization became part of the instr\amental reforms 

envisaged in the Alliance for Progress, which was itself born from 

the overwhelming U.S. security objective of halting Communist 

penetration in the hemisphere. 

By the mid 1960s, Prebisch moved from the hemisphere to head 
the United Nations conference on Trade and Development (U: riAD), 
which beceune an attempt to universalize the tenets of defensive 
nationalism to the rest of the developing world.'® The creation 
of UNCTAO institutionalized, it is tempting to say ritualized, the 
North-South confrontation, which coexisted uneasily with the East-
West confrontation throughout the cold war. The end of the cold 
war has revealed how intertwined was the North-South confrontation 
with the East-West contradiction. In any event, the end of the 
cold war has profoundly affected the terms of the North-South 
confrontation. 

The search for a ^Third Wav* 

Evefi bafore the onset of the cold war, there was an intense 
a K)-i 

La.t,in Ãasriean political movements o" . Thus, during the cold war 

goeiâlist camp, the most common expressions of Latin American and 
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practieââ tSirQugliQmt feh® region^ a® h®11 as th© s@are£i f©r a third 

way b®tw@®sii eapitalism and soeialismo Th©®© two mutually 

supportive options = defensive nationalism and th© third way = \jere 

th@ aost eommon response to the cold nar policies practiced by the 

United States in Latin America and the Caribbean» 

th© deprèssioa and World War II nas subordinated •= at least in UoSo 
@y®s ° t© what war© eonsidered higher security ©fej actives o Thus^, 
one of the main limits defensive nationalism had to confront was 

Í2 
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United States, almost to the point that nationalism in Latin 
America and the Caribbean, became synonymous with overt or covert 
opposition to the United States. 

First Cuba, then Nicaragua, epitomized the radical option of 
switching camps. However, the most common stance was to remain 
somewhere in the middle, searching for a proverbial third way 
between capitalism and socialism. This attempt at equidistance was 
practiced with different degrees of intensity by, among others, the 
Peruvian ftl^anza pQpu],ay Revolucionaria fiperjcan^ (APRA), the 
Peronists in Argentina, and the Partido Revolucionario 
Institucional (PRI) in México, as well as by several other parties 
of a social-democratic persuasion. 

The assertiveness with which the United States placed security 
concerns above any other consideration transformed practically any 
form of Latin American or Caribbean self-affirmation into overt or 
covert opposition to the United States. Any attempt at self-
assertion was perceived as being of potential benefit to the 
adversary. 

Tl̂ e l̂ iffjts Qt Detensjv® Nationaljsiq 

It is common today t® blame defensive nationalism for almost 
all the shortcomings of Latin American and Caribbean development. 



as ñ©gativ@ as they are depicted today ̂  because thsy Here 
a period of 

in stark contrast with what cam® afterwards „ the economies of Latin 

it is accepted that th© drying°up ©f international private and 
official finance^ rising real international interest rates^ the 

©f lfli3fp©r 

th® general nmfavQrable shift in th© terms ©f trade^ were in effect 

It took a while for it to be generally accepted that the 
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Sooner or later, the reality of the turnaround in 
international eireuastances led to a search for new forms of 
insertion in the international economy. The response has taken the 
form of adopting more open trade regimes, including the unilateral 
dismantling of tariff and non-tariff barriers, which has led to the 
diversification of the export sector, among other consequences. 

However, the most decisive shortcomings of defensive 
nationalism can be found in its internal limits. More precisely, 
this policy did not incorporate the majority of the population in 
the benefits generated by three decades of sustained economic 
expansion. 

The persistence, with few exceptions, of a regional average of 
more than 40 percent of all households living under the poverty 
line represents the most blatant shortcoming of the defensive 
nationalism practiced until the 1980s. " 

This nationalism left out sizeable portions of the nation. 
These levels of poverty reveal that defensive nationalism was far 
from being inclusive. Almost everywhere in the region, it resulted 
in th© protection of exclusive privileges, enjoyed by restricted 
numbers of rent-seeking elites which, allied to co-opted fractions 
©f the middle classes, often resulted in the emergence of 
exclusionary political regimes.'* 
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ot ^he ^Third Wav^ 

started iia th® beginning of the 1980s nith th© onset ©f th® debt 

longer, almost another decade» It finally came 
as well, Hith the vanishing of -the Berlin nail and of the Soviet 

S®ym@ttr Mo Lipset has noted that™@q«ally important if less 

and political 
88 IS Ty, reviei^ ©f how ®'the 

^in 

hm ¡paE^ @f thig H®g'ld'=wid(S isiv®!iiit©ry ©f tlh® fat® ®f s©©ial 

Labor Party ©f Brazil ©f th® Minimal state; 
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Toward Socialism in Venezuela; the premise by the Christian 
Democrats in Chile to maintain the basic features of the open 
economy; and the PRI in Mexico attacking the tradition of a big 
paternalistic government. The story is similar in Bolivia, Costa 
Rica, and Peru, and in the Caribbean, where the prime examples are 
the shifts in policy of Prime Minister Michael Manley in Jamaica 
and Juan Bosch in the Dominican Republic. 

The Roots of the New Nationalism 

How is one to account for these profound changes? What is 
their meaning for Latin American and Caribbean nationalism? 

The primary source of these impressive changes taking place 
can be found in the depression of the 1980s. This profound 
economic contraction in the region lingered throughout the last 
decade and it came after almost 30 years of sustained economic 
expansion." 

The portrayal of this policy transformation has highlighted 
almost exclusively its most painful effects. However, as the new 

become entr@neli@d„ as the indicators reveal an 

ar® beginning to emerged® 
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f@miâ isi "feh® @3St®rnal ©conomic rala-tiesis ©f tfe© region o Almost ©11 

intensity and speed, have undertaken the unilateral dismantling of 
tariff and non=tariff barriers»^ The regiones countries have 
started the 1990s nith trade regiaes nhich are much sore open than 
those Hhich essisted at the beginning of the 1980s o These reforms 

of the 
sustained fall in the prices of most traditional exports 

In ffi@r® than half th© region''s ossports H@r© non^traditional 
products^ in 1980^ nontraditional products represented only one 

5a®©®sssi3£Y È>]f "̂ h® n®ed t@ ganar ate th® eurrent ©ee@unt surplus t@ 
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©conoaies are beginning to grow again, imports are beginning to 
recuperate» This growth in imports is supported by the decisive 
measures of unilateral liberalization already mentioned, as well as 
by the positive transfer of resources generated by growing inflows 
of private capital. These flows consist of the return of flight 
capital to some countries, as well as of private foreign 
investment. 

These sweeping economic reforms, aimed at dismantling some of 
the basic components of defensive nationalism, coincided with a 
return to democratic and civilian regimes. The region is also 
witnessing a weakening of the exclusionary political regimes that 
often coexisted with defensive economic nationalism. 

The Primacy of Economics 

The mutually reinforcing trends, toward the adoption of 
profound economic reforms aimed at opening the economies and the 
political regimes, are not mere coincidence. The diversification 
of export sectors has contributed to the diversification of 
economic elites. Mew groups are emerging to exploit the successful 
,p@si®tration ©f external markets by non-traditional exports. Several 
smecess stories ©f export diversification can be mentioned, such as 
fgQgen concentrated ©range juice from Brazil, Chilean fruit, 
Colombian cut flowers and textiles, and Guatemalan new agricultural 
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sxpQE-ts o The fact that non=traditional praducts rqh represent 
tàâja half ©f all ®3cports has pmctfâ^sd th® tidiness and 

Qf -the (sconomie elitesthe ne^fcomers are ®or® 
interested in penetrating foreign markets than in enjoying the 
exclusive benefits of closed internal marketso 

Because of the absence of east=west security concerns in the 
hemispher©^ economic issi^es have moved t© the top of the agendao^ 
Other n®n=@eosi©mie but highly controversial matters have been 
displaced from th© agenda^ in gom® eases^ through mutual 
understandingo One ©f the best examples ®f this new consensus can 
be found in th© agreement between Bragil and Argentina to cease 
production of nuclear weapons» ^ This accomplishes the long 
sought objective of making Latin America a nuclear free soné» 

This displacement from the top of the agenda of security 
by economic objectives^ is based on the perception that 

external economic relations, even asymmetrical interdependence, no 
loRger fatally and inevitably leads t@ sero^sum outcomeso^ 

th® ®@st vivid essample of this radical change ©f 
p®rsp®ctiv® can b® found in th® Messican initiative t© for® a ííorth 
ñ®®ricá¡ni Fr©@ Trad® Ar®a (HAFTÂ) o^ In addition, th® new outlook 
is ®3«®®plifi®d by the positive Latin American and Caribbean 
r®sp©n®® th® üoSc proposal for fr@® trad® with th® r®st ©f th® 
h®ffiisph©r©^ fr©m Alaska to Patagoniao 
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Tne days seem to be gone when the guiding principle of Latin 
American and Caribbean foreign policies was to distance their 
countries from the United States. Relations between the United 
States and Latin America and the Caribbean today are beginning to 
resemble the relations that prevail between Canada and the United 
States. Security matters have been displaced from the top of the 
agenda by the search for positive outcomes and mutual gain in the 
economic sphere^. 

Latin American and Caribbean nationalism has become more 
I 

positive, less defensive and more outward-looking in the sense that 
the interest of the region lies in finding mutually beneficial 
outcomes by means of increased levels of economic interdependence. 

Çonclu?Í<?n: The Hemisphere At a Cyossyoads 

What are the main internal and external challenges that must 
be confronted to sustain these positive trends? 

The main internal challenge is the existence of a ma^^rfty of 
households trying to survive under the poverty line. he-.-her a 
nation nor a democracy can be said to have taken hold until these 
vast populations have access to the benefits of freedom and growth. 
This is the central message that. ECLAC presented to the member 
governments during its last sess;Ljn, held in Santiago, Chile, on 
April 8-15, 1992.®» 
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InternallyJ the unilateral opening undertaken by the Latin 
and the Caribbean eountries aast ñot remain imrsquited by 

th@ United States and other industrial eoimtrieso The new and sore 
positiv® form of nationalism that prevails in th® region must not 
be rejected» 

The emergence of a free trade area in the Western Hemisphere^ 
as proposed in the Enterprise of the Ãinerieas Initiative (EAI)^ 
would strengthen plural is®» It would support the new exporters and 
the ne'W entrepreneurs ̂  and it would eontribute to the attainment of 
the lewl® @f prosperity required t@ ©vereome poverty o 

The countries of Latin America and the Caribbean now find 
themselves at an unprecedented and challenging crossroad.. One path 
can lead to a prosperous hemisphere in which democracies and ©pen 
societies prevail. Th® other path can lead to ««bending the twig/® 
through a slide back into depression and dietatorshipo 
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